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Laser irradiation with a 9.6 �m wavelength resonant with the �0200� level improves the anti-Stokes
cooling of CO2 gas. Excitation of the �0200� level increases cooling by producing a larger
population of �0001�, despite the higher-energy photon absorption, compared to a �1000� level
excitation. Further selection of macroconditions �temperature, pressure, Xe diluent atomic fraction,
and geometric parameters� enhances cooling by reducing parasite gas conduction through slower
thermal energy transport and increasing the nonequilibrium population of the excited �0001� level by
fast species diffusion and small collisional relaxation. We include reabsorption, and then find the
conditions for optimal cooling. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3273488�

I. INTRODUCTION

While a number of studies have been published on
atomic gas laser cooling1–4 for trapped ultracold atoms, stud-
ies on molecular-gas laser cooling have been rather limited
in number.5,6 Cooling of molecules such as the alkaline-earth
monohydrides via magneto-optical trapping has been
suggested;7 several other attempts have been made to pro-
duce ultracold gaseous molecules, but so far they have not
been successful.8 Kinetic cooling has also been suggested
and observed with CO2 and other molecules, but it is only
transient with negligible cooling.9,10 So far, the only success-
ful net cooling of molecular gases has been achieved in CO2

gas cooling by the anti-Stokes fluorescence.11 However, this
cooling only reached 1 K at 600 K using 10.6 �m CO2 laser
irradiation with Xe as the diluent. Here, we select an excita-
tion laser with a shorter wavelength in molecular-gas anti-
Stokes cooling system and find cooling enhancement and the
optimal cooling conditions. Since no mechanical means is
needed and cooling is achieved much faster �compared, for
example, to expansion cooling of gas streams�, laser cooling
of molecular gases is attractive, although it does not yield an
ultracold gas. Laser irradiation leads to a nonequilibrium
population distribution of molecular gas. Laser cooling can
exploit low-entropy nonequilibrium population distribution
�before it equilibrates and increases entropy�. This study
aims at manipulation of nonequilibrium population to en-
hance energy conversion.

Molecular-gas laser cooling employs vibrational states,
in contrast to solid-state anti-Stokes laser cooling, which
uses doped-ion electronic energy levels and phonons.12 The
Herzberg13 notation, �v1v2

l v3�, is used for vibrational states,
where v1, v2, and v3 are the symmetric, bending, and asym-
metric vibrational quantum numbers and l is the angular
quantum number of the bending mode. Because the popula-
tion of overtone vibration levels is low at low vibration tem-
peratures, only levels under �0001� are considered. Among
these, �0000�, �1000�, and �0200� are possible levels for ra-
diative excitation to �0001�, according to the vibration mode
transition selection rule.14 Covering the above-mentioned

levels, in this analysis, we assume a five-level vibration en-
ergy system, as shown in Fig. 1�a�.13 Compared to the three-
level analysis in Ref. 11, we consider other possible resonant
irradiations that allow selections of other laser frequencies
and expect more accurate results and predictions using this
energy level system.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Five-level vibrational energy transitions and their
time constants in laser cooling of CO2 gas. �b� Equilibrium and nonequilib-
rium population distributions of CO2 vibrational modes in laser cooling. The
photon wavelength is selected to transitions with the most effective cooling.
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The addition of Xe improves cooling by lowering the
mixture thermal conductivity and deactivating collisional
relaxation.15 At high temperatures, Ne, Ar, Kr, and He have
larger deactivation effects than Xe,16 but Xe lowers the mix-
ture thermal conductivity17 due to its heavy atomic mass.
Thus, Xe is still considered the most effective diluent for gas
cooling. The gas mixture is contained in a long cylinder of
radius Rt and irradiated with a laser beam of radius Rl trav-
eling at the cylinder center.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Population distribution

We assume that the CO2–Xe gas mixture system is in
equilibrium before laser irradiation. All kinetic temperatures
�vibrational, rotational, and translational� are therefore equal.
The population of each vibration level generally follows the
Boltzmann distribution. The population of energy level
�v1v2

l v3� is proportional to

fv1v2
l v3

o = exp�−
�Ev1v2

l v3

kBT
� , �1�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, �Ev1v2
l v3

is the energy
difference between the vibrational level �v1v2

l v3� and ground
level �0000�, and T is the gas mixture temperature. Since the
bending mode of CO2 molecule is doubly degenerated, the
vibration partition function becomes18

Zf ,v = �1 − f1000
o �−1�1 − f0110

o �−2�1 − f0001
o �−1. �2�

Thus the population density of energy level �v1v2
l v3� is

nv1v2
l v3

= nCO2
fv1v2

l v3

o gv1v2
l v3

/Zf ,v, �3�

where gv1v2
l v3

is the degeneracy of the level �v1v2
l v3� and nCO2

is the population density of CO2. Photon absorption causes a
deviation in population distribution from the Boltzmann dis-
tribution. In this analysis, �0001� becomes populated by laser
irradiation; the populated �0001� level then decays, emitting
larger-energy photons with a large spontaneous relaxation
rate when compared to the nonradiative decay. Cooling is
thus achieved by generating the nonequilibrium, asymmetric
�0001� level population fraction designated by fCO2,�0001� in
Fig. 1�b�.

B. Temperature distribution

Using symmetry, only the radial variations in tempera-
ture and species concentration are considered in this study.
The laser beam is smaller than the cylinder, and therefore
excited CO2 molecules diffuse outward, as governed by their
mass diffusivity. We use a dimensionless form of the steady-
state temperature distribution given in Ref. 11 with the
excited-population penetration length defined as

�D = �Df� f−ph−f ,�0001��1/2, �4�

where Df is the mass diffusivity for the excited �0001� state
and � f−ph−f ,�0001� is the overall relaxation time of the �0001�
state including radiative and nonradiative relaxations. The
dimensionless cylinder and beam radii are Rt

�=Rt /�D and

Rl
�=Rl /�D. The reference temperature difference found from

the energy equation is

�To = �nCO2,�0001�,o�D
2 �dEc,h/dt��/kf , �5�

where kf is the gas thermal conductivity, nCO2,�0001�,o is the
number density of the �0001� state in the irradiated beam
region, and dEc,h /dt is the cooling/heating rate �cooling �0�.
This rate is uniform in the irradiated region if reabsorption of
the 4.3 �m spontaneous emission is not considered. Thus,
dimensionless cooling is

�T�r��

�To

= 2Rt
�2

��
n=1

�

�0
�r�Jo�	nr��dr� + ���

1r�Ko�r�Rt
��Jo�	nr��dr�/Ko�Rl

���
	n

2�J1�	n��2
,

�6�

where 	n represents roots of the Bessel function Jo, �
=Rl /Rt is the ratio of beam to cylinder radius, and r�=r /Rt is
the dimensionless radial position. For �=1, there is no spa-
tial variation in nCO2,�0001�, i.e., �T�r�� is independent of Df.
Cooling is enhanced using large �To, i.e., small energy trans-
port kf, large species diffusion Df, large nonequilibrium
population nCO2,�0001�,o, and large quantum efficiency.

C. Transition kinetics

Gas species diffusion and thermal energy transport are
controlled by transition kinetics and the molecular kinetics
�represented by Df and kf� of the gas mixture.17,19–21 With a
constant total number density, slow relaxation and large
pumped molecules are desirable for maintaining large devia-
tions from the equilibrium population across the cylinder.
Relaxation of the �0001� level � f−ph−f ,�0001� involves sponta-
neous emission � f−ph,e,sp and nonradiative decay � f−f ,v−t

through vibration-translation or vibration-vibration energy
transport �by collisions between CO2 and CO2 or CO2 and
Xe�. The spontaneous emission rate for transition from i to j
state is22

� f−ph,e,sp,i−j
−1 =

64
4fe,g
3 	�e,i−j	2

3hPuph
3 , �7�

where fe,g is the emitted frequency, uph is the photon speed,
hP is the Planck constant, and 	�e,i−j	 is the transition dipole
moment between the i and j states. Transition dipole mo-
ments have been estimated by ab initio calculations;23 here
we use the dipole moment from the measured absorption
coefficient because of the higher accuracy.24

The time constant of the collisional nonradiative process
� f−f ,v−t is25

� f−f ,v−t =
� f−f

Pf−f ,v−t
, �8�

where � f−f is the time constant of the molecular collision
�from molecular kinetics�22 and Pf−f ,v−t is the transition prob-
ability per collision estimated using a combination of experi-
mental results15,16,26 and theoretical models �Landau–Teller27

and Schwartz-Slawsky-Herzfeld �SSH� �Ref. 25��. During
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collisional energy transport, relaxations are allowed from
�0001� to all lower levels �v1v2

l 0�. Transitions to the closest
levels �such as �1110� and �0400�� dominate �0001� relaxation
despite its small mole fraction because a transition with a
large energy exchange has a low probability.28 Adding dilu-
ent Xe lowers the probability of �0001� nonradiative relax-
ation because of the large collisional reduced mass and be-
cause Xe only has translational energy. The addition of Xe
also increases relaxation rates in the lower levels.15,29 The
nonradiative relaxation time of a CO2–Xe gas mixture, gen-
erally dependent on pressure p, is reported in Ref. 26

�p� f−f ,v−t�−1 = xCO2
�p� f−f ,v−t,CO2–CO2

�−1

+ xXe�p� f−f ,v−t,CO2–Xe�−1, �9�

where xCO2
and xXe are the mole fractions of Xe and CO2,

� f−f ,v−t,CO2–CO2
is the relaxation time constant by collisions

between CO2 molecules, and � f−f ,v−t,CO2–Xe is the relaxation
time constant by collisions between CO2 and Xe. From the
time constants of nonradiative and radiative decays, the over-
all relaxation time of �0001� is found as follows by the
Matthiessen rule,

� f−ph−f ,�0001�
−1 = � � f−f ,v−t,A−B,�0001�

−1

+ � �
f−ph,e,sp,�0001�→�v1v2

l 0�
−1

. �10�

The �0001� level population in the beam region also var-
ies according to photon absorption rate and pumped-level
population �1000� or �0200�. Lower levels have larger popu-
lations according to the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution,
so resonant irradiation with transition between the lower
�0200� and �0001� levels leads to a larger number density for
�0001�. Absorption and gain coefficients for the transition
between �0200� with rotational level j and �0001� with j� are
derived from stimulated absorption and emission rates. Us-
ing the time constant for spontaneous emission in decay from
�0200� and �0001�, these are30

�ph,a,�0200�,j→�0001�,j� =
nCO2,�0200�

� f−ph,e,sp,�0001�→�0200���d�

�
g�0001�,j�

g�0200�,j
� 
uph

��0001�→�0200�
�2

,

�ph,g,�0001�,j�→�0200�,j =
nCO2,�0001�

� f−ph,e,sp,�0001�→�0200���d�

�� 
uph

��0001�→�0200�
�2

, �11�

where ��d� is over a small bandwidth centered around
��0001�→�0200�, g�0200�,j and g�0001�,j� are the degeneracies of
rotational levels of �0200� and �0001�, and nCO2,�0200� and
nCO2,�0001� are the number densities of �0200� and �0001�.
From the absorption relation �the Bouguer law�, the rate
equation under laser irradiation is

dnCO2,�0001�

dt
= −

nCO2,�0001�

� f−ph−f ,�0001�
+ Iph��ph,a,�0200�,j→�0001�,j�

��0001�→�0200�

−
�ph,g,�0001�,j�→�0200�,j

��0001�→�0200�
� , �12�

where Iph is the laser intensity. Even though here we address
laser irradiation causing rotational transition and population
deviation for levels j and j�, the populations of all rotational
levels in �0200� and �0001� are affected by irradiation �due to
the fast relaxation of the rotational levels�. Thus, the absorp-
tion and emission rates by laser irradiation depend on Iph and
vibration population distribution. When we select a 9.6 �m
wavelength laser on the P�28� line, which is the strongest
transition in the group,31 and Iph is larger than 100 W /cm2,
these rates are much higher than the overall relaxation, and
the excited-level population can be saturated close to the
pumped energy level �99.99%�. Therefore, the net absorption
time constant � f−ph,a is limited to � f−ph−f ,�0001� under steady
state.

The essential time constants for this analysis are shown
in Table I. The transition from �0001� to �0000� has the larg-
est spontaneous decay rate, and this radiative relaxation is
faster than nonradiative decay under very low pressure.
Hence, high occupancy of the �0001� level under the low
pressure with a properly selected Xe concentration is desir-
able for effective cooling.

D. Reabsorption

The cooling/heating rate is the difference between the
absorbed photons under an overall relaxation rate and the
photon emission rate by spontaneous processes. However,
not all emitted photons from excited molecules reach the
cylinder wall �once they reach there, it is assumed that they
are completely absorbed�. The average gas absorptance of
the emitted photon depends on the integrated product of the
absorption coefficient and path length, i.e.,

TABLE I. Time constants in laser cooling of CO2–Xe gas.

Mechanism Time constant Magnitude

Radiative decaya � f−f ,e,sp,�0001�→�0000� 2.383 ms
� f−f ,e,sp,�0001�→�0200� 2172
� f−f ,e,sp,�0001�→�1000� 2378
� f−f ,e,sp,�0110�→�0000� 326.3

Nonradiative decayb p� f−f ,v−t,CO2–CO2,�0001�
c 3.06 ms torr

p� f−f ,v−t,CO2–CO2,�1000�
d 0.454

p� f−f ,v−t,CO2–CO2,�0110�
d 5.18

p� f−f ,v−t,CO2–Xe,�0001�
d 33.3

aCalculated using transition dipole values from Ref. 24.
bData for 300 K and data for other temperatures estimated using combina-
tion of experimental results �Refs. 15, 16, and 26� and theoretical models
�Landau–Teller �Ref. 27� and SSH �Ref. 25��.
cReference 26.
dReference 15.
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	ph,a,�0000�→�0001��r��

=
1

4

�

�=0

2
 �
�=0




1 − exp�− �ph,a,�0000�→�0001�

�lph�r,�,����sin �d�d� , �13�

where �ph,a,�0000�→�0001� is the absorption coefficient of a
4.3 �m wavelength and lph�r ,� ,�� is the photon path length
at radial position r and angular directions � and �. We only
consider reabsorption of the 4.3 �m emission, which has the
largest absorption cross-section area �from the Pacific North-
west National Laboratory �PNNL� database� and the highest
spontaneous emission rate. Radiative decay rates of other
spontaneous emissions are negligible compared to this.
�ph,a,�0000�→�0001� is the product of the average absorption
cross-section area �considering all branches in transition of
rotational levels� Aph,a,�0000�→�0001� and the number density
difference in CO2 molecules involved in the absorption pro-
cess, nCO2,�0000�−nCO2,�0001�. Thus �ph,a,�0000�→�0001� increases
with an increase in pressure and a decrease in temperature.
The cooling/heating rate then becomes32

dEc,h�r�
dt

=
�i

� f−ph−f ,�0001�
−

���0001�→�v1v2
l 0�

� f−ph,e,sp,�0001�→�v1v2
l 0�

+

	ph,a,�0000�→�0001��r����0001�→�0000�

� f−ph,e,sp,�0001�→�0000�
, �14�

where �i is the absorbed photon wavelength.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In spite of the slightly larger photon energy absorption
and lower absorption rate due to the smaller transition di-
pole, when compared to 10.6 �m,24 we found that 9.6 �m
resonance with excitation of �0200� enhances cooling be-
cause of the increase in pumped population. The 10.6 and
9.6 �m dual-beam irradiations appear to raise the excited
population, but the �0001� level population cannot exceed the
saturated population with a 9.6 �m irradiation. Also, dual
irradiation with the 15 �m laser changes the population of
other energy levels that have smaller radiative relaxation
rates �compared to nonradiative�, and this deteriorates cool-
ing. The cooling enhancement of the 9.6 �m wavelength in
Fig. 2 shows 3.93 K cooling at a cylinder temperature of 504
K, and 1.05 K with the cylinder at room temperature. All
macroscopic conditions are the same as in Ref. 11, and the
experimental result of Ref. 11 is also shown in Fig. 2. Com-
parison of laser wavelengths shows that the shorter wave-
length results in improved cooling.

Even though kf and Pf−f ,v−t increases at higher tempera-
tures, pumped energy level �0200� population also rises with
an increase in �0001�. Higher temperatures increase Df and
maintain a large deviation in �0001�, even in the nonirradi-
ated region. Higher temperatures decrease �ph,a,�0000�→�0001�
due to a decrease in CO2 number density. The maximum
cooling temperature is found when the deteriorating
factors—i.e., increased kf and Pf−f ,v−t—are properly compen-
sated by the enhancing factors, i.e., large nCO2,�0001�, Df, and

small �ph,a,�0000�→�0001�. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show cooling
variations with respect to macroscopic conditions: �a� pres-
sure p and �b� Xe diluent atomic fraction xXe; both show
optima. Low total pressures reduce reabsorption and nonra-
diative relaxation, but high pressures are desirable for sig-
nificant species diffusion. Likewise, the larger xXe leads to
lower kf, larger Df, smaller �ph,a, and lower Pf−f ,v−t, while
the smaller xXe the larger nCO2,�0001�.

As the cylinder radius Rt increases, the heat flow rate
from the wall decreases, and reabsorption increases due to
the longer photon path length. Selection of optimal Rt is also
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influenced by macroscopic conditions, which in turn influ-
ence �ph,a,�0000�→�0001�. Figure 4 shows the variation in cool-
ing with respect to Rt at different cylinder temperatures. Op-
timal Rt for cooling increases with temperature as
reabsorption reduces, as a result of small �ph,a,�0000�→�0001� at
high temperatures.

The large beam radius and larger threshold irradiation
required to populate the �0001� level yield a large laser
power. The maximum cooling limit occurs when the �0001�
level is saturated throughout the gas �Rl=Rt, i.e., �=1�, so it
requires a high laser power. We note that the maximum cool-
ing for To=300 K �Rl=Rt=10 cm, p=0.67 torr, and xXe

=0.89� is �T�0�max=8.07 K �with cooling rate of 317.6 K/s�.
Also, at the optimal temperature To=504 K �Rl=Rt

=14 cm, p=0.56 torr, and xXe=0.89�, the maximum cooling
limit is �T�0�max=44.9 K �with cooling rate of 2427 K/s�.

IV. CONCLUSION

We analyzed anti-Stokes molecular-gas laser cooling and
its enhancement by manipulating population distribution.
Deviation of the excited vibrational-level population of CO2

from the equilibrium population is central in laser cooling
enhancement. In this analysis, in order to enhance cooling,
we manipulated vibration population distribution by varying
incoming photon energies. In particular, irradiation with a
9.6 �m wavelength for resonance with �0200� improves
cooling performance by increasing the population of the
�0001� level. The availability of tunable dye lasers to achieve
the desired wavelength makes it possible to target vibrational
population inversions for the most effective cooling. With
this ability to select the excitation, we have addressed the
optimal cooling of CO2. The desired nonequilibrium popula-
tion distribution for laser cooling can be achieved by reso-
nance with other energy carriers, such as electrons or
phonons. Thus, a possible extension of population manipula-
tion for cooling enhancement is to increase the population of
�1000� by low-energy electron impaction along with
10.6 �m laser irradiation, which would improve cooling
through the large population of the �0001� level.33,34 Also, the
internal vibrational energy of the bounding solid �phonon�

can excite the vibrational energy level of gas molecules ad-
sorbed on the solid surface.35 Therefore finding the relax-
ation channel of phonons resonating with excited energy lev-
els is another possible extension to improve cooling.

Optimal macroscopic conditions �T, p, and xXe� allow for
large excited-level population through control of species dif-
fusion and kinetics of the excited vibration levels, which
improves cooling with hindered energy transport. Inclusion
of reabsorption determines the optimal geometry. With
�0200� excitation and selection of gas conditions and geom-
etry, we predict enhanced anti-Stokes cooling of CO2–Xe
gas even at or around room temperature. Then cooling is
effective at low pressures, but the cooling rate is fast and it is
nonmechanical, with possible applications in space telescope
or satellite and where there is a need for fast cooling of not
easily accessible regions.
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